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Abstract
Connected devices in smart homes and offices promise benefits from energy conserva-
tion to enhanced user experience. Secure zero-touch provisioning, which requires no
user interaction after the devices have arrived on-site, is essential to overcome the
limitations posed by the scale of such networks and the minimal user interfaces on the
devices. Bluetooth mesh profile v1.1 introduces certificate-based provisioning, which
is a key enabler for zero-touch provisioning, but not sufficient by itself. This thesis
analyzes the possible choices in each different aspect of implementing such a system
and demonstrates a functional prototype. It makes concrete recommendations on
how to assign device identities and bootstrap them during manufacturing, identifies
two approaches to authorizing devices and delivering certificate status information,
and argues against including secret values in device certificates. Reducing the cost of
implementing security is determined to be essential for avoiding the security of the
system being undermined by the users, and design choices in aspects such as physical
device identifiers, certificate policies, device installation workflow and user interfaces
are proposed to meet that goal. The presented prototype validates and demonstrates
some of the recommendations using a Bluetooth development board as the device
and an Android application as the provisioner. The documented implications of
different alternatives and justified recommendations can help inform the design of
future real-world implementations of zero-touch provisioning systems. Simplifying
the process of securely provisioning devices can help avoid deployments opting for
insecure networks, therefore preventing potentially devastating consequences and
aiding faster adoption of these applications.
Keywords Bluetooth mesh, provisioning, PKI, IoT
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1 Introduction
Using smart devices to automate buildings and homes promises to bring benefits
from energy conservation to enhanced user experience. Shipments of new connected
devices into the building automation market are expected to increase from 48 million
units per year in 2018 to 163 million units per year in 2022 [1]. Due to such scale
it will not be feasible to individually commission and manage each device through
explicit interactions with the user [2]. At the same time, security is going to be a
key factor for user acceptance of these new applications [2]. Compromised buildings
could impact the privacy and safety of individuals as well as business continuity,
property, and public image, causing significant financial damage.

Since only a small percentage of the connected devices in the building automation
market will have cellular connectivity [1], short-range wireless networking will be
a key enabler for connecting them. Bluetooth mesh is one such technology that is
well-suited for smart offices and homes, as it can cover entire buildings thanks to
the use of multi-hop mesh networking, while still supporting low-power operations
for devices that run on batteries. Large number of existing devices with Bluetooth
support, such as smartphones and tablets, can be used to connect to Bluetooth mesh
networks directly, and a standardized full-stack solution helps to achieve multi-vendor
interoperability. It was introduced in 2017 and is growing rapidly, with the number
of qualified products doubling every six months [3].

However, securely provisioning new devices into Bluetooth mesh networks cur-
rently requires the user to manually authenticate the device using at least 6 octets
of secret out of band (OOB) data [4]. This presents serious usability problems
with many Internet of Things (IoT) devices with limited user interfaces. Supported
interfaces for output or input include beeping and blinking or allowing the user to
twist or push something. Such authentication methods are time-consuming and error-
prone, leading real-world applications of Bluetooth mesh to use insecure provisioning
instead [5, 6].

The aim of this thesis is to explore how devices could be provisioned into Bluetooth
mesh networks securely without requiring any manual interaction after they have
arrived on-site, the so-called zero-touch approach. The Bluetooth mesh profile
v1.1 [7] introduces support for using public key certificates to authenticate new
devices, which is a key enabler for a zero-touch provisioning system. However,
many essential aspects, such as assigning identities and authorizing devices, are
not addressed in the specification. The method used to tackle these engineering
problems in this thesis involves first a systematic analysis of the possible choices in
each different aspect. The implications of different approaches are considered and,
where possible, recommendations with justifications are provided. That is followed
by implementation of a prototype which helps to both validate the viability of the
made recommendations and later demonstrate the proposed system. This method
was chosen to yield a tangible demonstration of a possible implementation while
also serving as useful documentation that could inform future designs whose exact
requirements may not yet be known.
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This thesis focuses specifically on the security of the provisioning process, leaving
other security aspects out of its scope. Still, a brief overview of different aspects of
Bluetooth mesh is provided to the extent they help to understand the issues regarding
provisioning.

The rest of the thesis is structured as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of
Bluetooth mesh with a focus on provisioning security, Section 3 describes the threat
model for provisioning in Bluetooth mesh networks, and Section 4 outlines the new
certificate-based provisioning feature. Section 5 analyzes the implications of different
possible choices and provides recommendations with justifications where applicable.
The built prototype is described in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 evaluates the results
and Section 8 concludes the thesis.
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2 Bluetooth mesh
This section describes the general architecture of a Bluetooth mesh network as defined
in the Mesh Profile v1.0.1 [4].

2.1 History
Bluetooth wireless technology was first introduced in the late 90s with the goal of
replacing the many proprietary cables that were used to connect devices to each
other [8]. Initially, it suffered from interoperability issues and high prices, with
many pronouncing Bluetooth all but dead just few years after its introduction [9, 10].
However, such predictions did not materialize. Instead, Bluetooth has experienced
rapid growth, with 4.2 billion annual device shipments in 2019, a metric that is
expected to reach 6.2 billion by 2024 [3].

Over the years, new specification revisions have introduced higher data transmis-
sion speeds and longer ranges as well as addressed compatibility issues and tightened
the testing requirements for certification. These improvements allowed Bluetooth to
dominate wireless audio products and computer peripherals, such as wireless mice
and keyboards. A significant change took place in 2010 when the specification version
4.0 split the protocol into two: Bluetooth Classic and Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE).
The latter has had the most notable impact on applications requiring small burst
transmissions, such as Health and Fitness, Smart Home, and Wearable. [11]

In the summer of 2017, Bluetooth Special Interest Group (Bluetooth SIG) intro-
duced a new specification defining the mesh networking topology for BLE. Since
Bluetooth had previously supported only point-to-point and broadcast topologies,
this represented a change of such magnitude that it has been described as a paradigm
shift for the technology. Bluetooth mesh aims to be the dominant low-power com-
munication technology in Smart Buildings, Industrial IoT, and other sectors that
require tens, hundreds or even thousands of devices. [11, 12]

2.2 Overview
Bluetooth mesh enables reliable decentralized many-to-many communication between
devices. It has a layered architecture built on top of BLE, which it leverages for
wireless capabilities. This makes it possible to enable Bluetooth mesh on many
BLE-capable devices with a software update, and on many more with minimal
hardware design modifications. The highest layer in the Bluetooth mesh architecture
is a standardized application layer which allows inter-vendor compatibility of certain
devices. It includes models for common use cases such as a generic switch, sensor, or
light, and it also supports vendor-defined custom models.

Bluetooth mesh does not have any routing. Instead, it uses a technique known as
managed flooding to deliver messages. All devices in direct radio range of a sender
receive its messages directly. Some nodes are configured to act as relays. They
rebroadcast received messages so that nodes farther away can also receive them.
In order to optimize network performance, each message has a limited time to live
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(TTL). This value is decremented every time the message is rebroadcast. All relay
nodes also keep a message cache to avoid rebroadcasting same messages multiple
times. Periodic heartbeats are used to determine which nodes are still active, as well
as their distance for choosing an optimal TTL.

Devices that are members of the Bluetooth mesh network are called nodes. Each
node may have one or more elements, which are independently addressable entities
within the node. A Bluetooth product that is capable of being provisioned into the
mesh network but is not currently a member of it is known as an unprovisioned
device.

2.3 Security
All messages in the Bluetooth mesh network are encrypted and authenticated. Two
kinds of symmetric keys are used for this: a network key (NetKey) for all commu-
nication within the network, and application keys (AppKeys) for application data
(Figure 1). The NetKey is shared by every node in the mesh network. It is indeed the
ownership of this key that makes a device a member of the network. Each application
in the network has a different security domain with a corresponding AppKey, which
is known to the provisioner and all the devices that are authorized to participate in
the application. Multiple security domains allow, for example, ceiling lights to relay
messages for door locks without getting access to the application-layer content of
these messages. While AppKeys are used directly, NetKeys are only used for deriving
other keys.

NetKey

NID

EncryptionKey

PrivacyKey
...

AppKey

AID

bound

Secret key (SK)

Public value

Figure 1: Bluetooth mesh key hierarchy

Packets from the application layer are first encrypted and authenticated with the
appropriate AppKey (Figure 2). The resulting encrypted application payload and
transport layer message integrity check value (TransMIC) are then combined with the
destination address (DST), segmentation flag (SEG), AppKey flag (AKF), AppKey
identifier (AID) and, optionally, segmentation headers, all of which is encrypted with
the EncryptionKey. Then the following headers are obfuscated using the PrivacyKey
and 7 bytes of ciphertext: network control flag (CTL), TTL, sequence number (SEQ),
and source address (SRC). Finally, two headers are added in plaintext: the least
significant bit of the initialization vector index (IVI) and the NetKey identifier (NID).
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N
ID Obfuscated Encrypted NetMIC

TTL SEQ

SRC Encrypted NetMIC

D
ST

AID Encrypted Application Payload TransMIC

Application Payload

Transport Layer encryption
and authenticationAppKey

Network Layer encryption and authenticationEncryptionKey

Network Layer
obfuscation PrivacyKey

Figure 2: Example of a short (unsegmented) packet from application layer

To revoke access to either the applications or the network, Bluetooth mesh has
a key refresh procedure for changing NetKeys or AppKeys on all the devices that
remain authorized. This can mitigate the so-called trash-can attacks where an
attacker could obtain security keys from discarded devices. Special kind of AppKeys,
called device keys (DevKeys), are used to deliver the new key from the provisioner
to each authorized node during the key refresh procedure. Each DevKey is unique
to one device and is known only to the device itself and to the provisioner. The
DevKey itself cannot be refreshed, making it necessary to re-provision the device to
recover from a compromised DevKey.

2.4 Provisioning
Provisioning is the process of sharing network configuration, including the NetKey,
with a new device, thus making it a network node. Provisioning is coordinated by
a special node, called the provisioner, which is typically a smartphone or a tablet.
The provisioning process requires that both parties know an OOB authentication
value (AuthValue), which can be obtained in one of four ways:

• Manually (Figure 3 step 7):

– Output: The device outputs the value and the user enters it to the
provisioner.

– Input: The provisioner outputs the value and the user enters it to the
device.

• Static: A pre-shared secret is used. The specification does not define how the
secret is distributed (Figure 3 step 2).

• None: The value zero is used.
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The provisioning starts with the unprovisioned device advertising itself with
beacons and the provisioner scanning for those (Figure 3 step 1). Based on the
received beacons, the provisioner can optionally query information about the device
from external sources and then decide whether to proceed with the provisioning
(step 2). If it does, it responds with a provisioning invite and declares which options
to use based on the capabilities of the device (step 3). If the provisioner was able
to obtain the public key (PK) of the device OOB in step 2, it sends its PK, and
both calculate the elliptic curve Diffie-Hellman (ECDH) shared secret (steps 4 and
6). Otherwise, the device also sends its PK in band (step 5). If manual OOB
authentication was chosen in step 3, the user is prompted to complete it (step 7).
The confirmation key (CnfrmKey) (in step 8) for establishing a secure connection is
composed of the ECDHSecret and a cryptographic hash of all the values exchanged
so far. Finally, the provisioner sends provisioning data, such as the NetKey and IVI,
over the secure session (step 9). The appropriate AppKeys and network configuration
are also typically shared at the provisioning time.

Provisioner New Device

1
Beacon

2

3 Provisioning negotiation

4 ECDH PKpr

5 ECDH PKdevoptional

ECDHSecret = P256(SKpr, PKdev) ECDHSecret = P256(SKdev, PKpr)6

7optional Manual OOB authentication

8 AES-CMACCnfrmKey(randompr||AuthValue)

AES-CMACCnfrmKey(randomdev||AuthValue)

randompr

randomdev

Calculate Session Key Calculate Session Key

9

Scanning Advertising

AuthValue, PKdev, etc. (optional)

Figure 3: Provisioning
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Bluetooth mesh networks share many similarities with mobile ad hoc networks,
such as nodes with computational and battery constraints, dynamic network topology,
and more. However, there is an important difference between provisioning devices
to them in that mobile ad hoc networks lack centralized systems [13], while in
Bluetooth mesh, the provisioning is handled by a central provisioner. Even if multiple
provisioners are used, only one of them participates in any given provisioning, and
the synchronization between them is left to the implementation. This means that
the provisioning procedure happens between just two devices and avoids many of
the complexities and trade-offs of distributed key management protocols. Bluetooth
achieves a distributed network despite centralized provisioning by accepting that
provisioning new devices is not possible while the provisioner is offline.
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3 Threat model and assumptions
To assess the security of a system, it is essential to consider the likelihood of attacks
and their potential impact alongside the technical aspects that could make them
possible [14, 15]. What may be a reasonable security trade-off in one system, may
be inadequate or overly burdensome in another.

3.1 Use-cases
Bluetooth mesh is positioned to serve relatively dense installations of devices, given
that its maximum hop length would be between 10–20 m in a typical office en-
vironment [16]. Devices that would otherwise be too far apart can join existing
networks with a separate AppKey to ensure sufficient interconnectedness. A single
Bluetooth mesh network is specified to support up to 32 000 nodes, and networks
exceeding 1 000 nodes have been deployed [12]. Thus, its main use case is connecting
control, monitoring and automation devices in applications such as Smart Home,
Smart Buildings and Industrial IoT [17]. The first target use case for Bluetooth
mesh is in building automation [18], with initial deployments focusing on lighting
applications [19]. This is also reflected by the fact that the currently standardized
models focus strongly on lighting, with support for lights, switches, sensors, and the
like [4].

Bluetooth mesh is still a new technology that is yet to reach its full potential. It
has been envisioned that the mesh networks built for and by lighting devices could
later be used for other applications as well [17]. These future applications, such as
smoke detectors, smart locks, or location tracking, could have different security and
privacy requirements from lighting.

The process by which a device becomes a node in a Bluetooth mesh network is
potentially complex and involves many parties. Each device would belong to some
brand, but the owner of the brand may subcontract the design, development, or
manufacturing activities. There may be one or more logistics providers involved. For
simpler systems, such as Smart Homes, the devices could be sold at retail stores.
For more complex systems, there would be an integrator that designs and plans the
entire system as well as chooses its components and makes sure they fit together.
There are also those who physically install the devices, certify that the installment is
done properly, and configure them as parts of the network.

Due to the predicted size of future IoT deployments, it is not feasible to manually
commission, configure and manage each device [2]. Work on existing smart buildings
has found that disruption to building operations caused by maintenance is already
an important issue to consider [20]. Many case studies of existing Bluetooth mesh
installations stress the importance of minimizing the time spent on-site, and often
everything from installing the devices to configuring them must be completed in a
single weekend [19]. Furthermore, the time and effort required from the users to
implement security should be minimized to avoid insecure decisions and actions that
might affect the system [21].
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In addition to the initial provisioning, there are various situations where the
devices would need to be re-provisioned. Firstly, this needs to be done if the internal
storage of the device is wiped for any reason. Such a reset may be required to recover
from malfunctions or to install a software update. Secondly, even if the firmware
update does not wipe the internal storage, re-provisioning may still be required if
the number or structure of the logical elements in the device changes, as this must
be static as long as the node is part of the network. The main reason for this is
that the addresses of the elements in a node must form a continuous range. Thirdly,
re-provisioning the device is the only way to regenerate the DevKey if it is ever
leaked or at risk of being leaked.

Although there is currently no established information about the resale and
re-provisioning of Bluetooth mesh devices, future environmental protection rules
may require it to be possible. For example, the European Commission is consid-
ering regulation to counter premature obsolescence and to improve the reusability,
upgradability and repairability of products [22].

3.2 Potential impact of attacks on provisioning
An attacker who has succeeded in causing a malicious device to be provisioned
into a Bluetooth mesh network could track the locations of the nodes and their
communication. Due to the two-layered nature of security in the networks, getting a
malicious device provisioned is not by itself sufficient for accessing any application
data. However, since the relay nodes are not required to cache packets in their
entirety, it may be possible for a malicious node to cause denial of service by filling
message caches with packets despite being unable to generate valid application
payloads. Accessing the network is also a necessary precondition for getting access
to any applications there, and therefore, the network-layer protection acts as defense
in depth for applications. Furthermore, the decision about which device should get
access to a particular application typically takes place at the same time as the device
provisioning and faces many of the same challenges. Thus, the security requirements
of applications should be taken into account when making decisions related to the
provisioning security.

The impact of compromise in Bluetooth mesh networks can be viewed from two
perspectives: individuals’ and businesses’. On the individual level, a compromised
Smart Building system could affect the user’s privacy or even physical safety. On the
business level, it could cause significant financial damage through the theft of physical
or intellectual property, loss of confidential data, compromise of business continuity,
increased utility bills, negative public image, or even liability and sanctions [23, 14, 24].
Additionally, any of these threats could be combined with blackmail or ransom
demand [25]. Even if the initial deployment would only include lighting, for example,
the potential requirements of future applications should still be considered so that
existing networks could later be extended for them.
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3.3 Attacker model
Attacks against parties that communicate over the internet are commonly analyzed
in the Dolev–Yao model, first introduced in [26]. Other Bluetooth mesh specific
aspects of the attacker model are described in more detail below.

Attackers may be within the radio range of the provisioning. Devices are provi-
sioned when the mesh network is first installed, as well as throughout its lifetime due
to device re-provisioning and replacements. Therefore, it must be assumed that the
attackers can observe any messages sent wirelessly, as well as transmit messages of
their own. Attackers can also selectively jam BLE advertisements [27], which carry
mesh communication. Thus, it must be further assumed that they can intercept any
wirelessly sent messages. Additionally, an adversary could trigger provisioning by, for
example, selectively jamming a device to make it appear like it needs a replacement.

Existing implementations present the received signal strength indicator (RSSI)
value to users as the distance from the provisioner to each device [5, 6]. However,
research has shown that RSSI is not a reliable tool for distance measurement, and
techniques such as altering the transmission power or using a directional antenna as
simple as a tin can could result in incorrectly displayed distances [28]. The problem is
especially relevant when estimating the distance between just two devices. Therefore,
it must be assumed that attackers can spoof RSSI values.

Outside some very specific fields, such as military technology, it must be assumed
that the attackers can purchase identical hardware from the same manufacturer.
Therefore, other customers of the same manufacturer cannot be trusted. Due to the
complexity of the logistics chain from manufacturing to delivery and installation, it
may also be possible for malicious parties to access devices during shipping. That
could allow them to inject compromised devices into the shipment or obtain devices
not originally addressed to them from there.

Devices could also be compromised after being provisioned. It is sometimes even
argued that network breaches should be assumed [29]. If the attacker gains physical
access to a node, they may be able to extract private keys from it [30] or install
malicious software onto it. Due to the small size and large number of IoT devices
in a typical installation, it should be assumed that attackers can occasionally get
access to some of them. However, stronger assumptions, such as an attacker who
can physically access some devices from the network at any time, would render the
architecture of shared keys insufficient. Therefore, measures need to be taken to make
sure that the devices are mostly protected from physical access. Provisioned devices
can also be compromised without physical access by abusing software vulnerabilities.

Nevertheless, assuming breaches does not make preventing them redundant.
Timely detection of compromised devices, while essential, is not considered in this
thesis, but a large body of research on intrusion detection in wireless mesh networks
exists [31, 32, 33]. Instead, this work focuses on attackers targeting the provisioning
process itself, simply noting that other systems could initiate device re-provisioning
or removal as well.
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4 Certificate-based provisioning
New in Bluetooth mesh profile v1.1 [7], certificate-based provisioning specifies an
OOB method for delivering the device PK to the provisioner. This works by wrapping
it into a certificate, so that it can be transmitted over untrusted connections. The
device certificate uses a standard format for interoperability. Two ways of obtaining
the certificates have been standardized for provisioners: either from the device before
sending a provisioning invite (alternative to Figure 3 step 2), or over the internet.

Certificate-based provisioning does not alter the provisioning procedure itself.
It will take place as defined in the mesh profile v1.0.1 for OOB PKs, and the four
methods for obtaining the AuthValue (output, input, static, none) are still available.
However, while the zero-length static OOB value with in-band PK is considered
insecure provisioning, with OOB PK, it is considered secure.

4.1 Device certificates
Device certificates are formatted in the ITU-T X.509 format [34] and contain the
universally unique identifier (UUID) of the device, identity of the vendor, and
the ECDH public key of the device. Optionally, the static OOB shared secret can
also be included into the certificates. The Certification Path Validation procedure
defined in IETF RFC 5280 [35] is used to validate the device certificates and any
intermediate certificates up to the trust anchor, which must be either a certification
authority root certificate or a vendor root certificate. Device certificates can be
renewed and revoked, but the procedures for that are out of the scope of the Bluetooth
specification.

4.2 Device certificate retrieval
An unprovisioned device can contain provisioning records, which the provisioner
can download before sending a provisioning invite. At that stage, there is no
authentication or access control, and the provisioning records are not encrypted.
They can contain the device certificate and any intermediate certificates, or a uniform
resource identifier (URI) from which these can be retrieved.

The URI can also be made available with an NFC tag or a two-dimensional
barcode. The service would require the UUID as a parameter and make available the
device certificate, intermediate certificates, and optionally vendor specific content.
It should not be possible to obtain revoked certificates this way. The service can
be accessed over the HTTP or HTTPS protocols. The provisioner and the server
can check each other’s authenticity and authorization before proceeding, but this is
outside the scope of the Bluetooth specification.

If the provisioner is not expected to have an internet connection at the provisioning
time but the UUIDs of devices to be provisioned are known beforehand, the certificates
may be downloaded in advance. While no up-to-date revocation information will be
available, that is again out of scope for the Bluetooth specification.
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5 Implementation options
The device certificates can be used as a basis for a secure zero-touch device provisioning
scheme. However, since the Bluetooth specification leaves many questions out of
its scope, it does not fully describe such scheme. In order to inform the subsequent
prototyping process, various implementation options were explored, and their security
implications analyzed. In the following subsections, the proposed choices in each
aspect are highlighted and justified.

5.1 Identities
A device identifier can be used to tie authorizations to a specific device without the
need to physically interact with it. For this reason, it is a security requirement that
each physical device must have an identity that is globally unique. Furthermore,
as a functional requirement, the device identity should be static and not change
when software or keys are updated. This is due to a combination of the functional
requirement to support automatic device re-provisioning and the threat model where
some devices could lose control of their SKs or suffer from software vulnerabilities.

One aspect to consider is whether the identity of the device should be changed
when its security context changes, for example, when it is re-sold. This could provide
additional protection in situations where device authorizations are mistakenly not
revoked. However, even if the identity change is accompanied by deletion of the
corresponding SK, it is permitted for certification authoritys (CAs) to issue multiple
certificates with the same identifier to the same physical Bluetooth mesh device,
because it is the same subject entity [35]. Furthermore, the identity may be bound
to the device by more than just the possession of the related SK. For example, it
might be printed onto the device. Therefore, it may be more appropriate to assume
that the identity stays unchanged throughout the entire lifetime of the device.

Each Bluetooth mesh device is assigned a 128-bit UUID with the standard format
specified in [36]. The UUID is included as one component in the subject field of the
device certificate. According to [35], the combination of the issuer and subject fields
of the device certificate must be globally unique, making them suitable to be used
together as an identifier for authorization. However, in the Unprovisioned Device
beacon, the device is identified by only its UUID, making it further beneficial to
guarantee that the UUID is globally unique on its own.

There are three general methods for generating UUIDs [36]. Firstly, UUIDs can
be generated using unique names from any name space. However, Bluetooth mesh
devices do not have any other names besides the UUID. Device public keys could
not be used as the input for UUID generation because of the aforementioned need
for static identities. Therefore, name-based UUIDs are not suitable for Bluetooth
mesh devices.

Secondly, UUIDs can be generated from random numbers. To guarantee the
uniqueness of such UUIDs, the CA would have to cross-check each certificate request
with the list of all certificates ever issued. This might result in poor performance,
especially if the goal is to guarantee that UUIDs on their own are unique across all CAs.
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Third method described in [36] combines the identity of the generator with the
generation timestamp to construct a UUID. The identity of the generator can be
any IEEE 802 media access control (MAC) address allocated to it. For systems
with no IEEE 802 addresses, alternative methods for generating this identity are
allowed. Such construction greatly reduces the number of comparisons required to
guarantee the uniqueness of the UUID. Furthermore, if the CA diligently validates
that the generator is in control of the used IEEE 802 address and the generator
only requests certificates from a single CA at a time, then it can be practical for the
CA to guarantee that the UUIDs are unique across all CAs and manufacturers. If
the CA is unable to validate that the manufacturer does not use the same UUID
generator to simultaneously request certificates from other CAs, then the CA can
handle the UUID generation itself. This approach depends on the ability of the
manufacturer to program devices with specific UUIDs. Furthermore, if the CA cannot
trust the network hardware manufacturer to not allocate the same IEEE 802 address
to multiple devices, they can get a separate block of addresses from IEEE. At the time
of writing, the cost of that was US$755 [37]. The necessity of a separate address block
depends on the specific use case, including factors such as the number and nature of
devices to be certified, and the availability of a trusted manufacturer of network cards.

The UUIDs generated with this method leak the identity of the CA and the time
when the device was first certified. Leaking the CA identity in the UUID is not
an issue because it is also recorded in the certificate issuer field. Leaking the time
when the device was first certified may provide adversaries with some additional
information, such as what vulnerabilities it may have. If that is a concern, then the
CA can deviate from [36] by passing the timestamp through any bijective function
of their choice. This is safe if the CA guarantees that they are always using the
same function and that they will remain in control of the used IEEE 802 address
throughout the entire lifetime of all certificates generated in such manner.

5.2 Certificate signing procedure
A few different options exist regarding the certificate signing procedure. Firstly, if the
device does not support programming its UUID, the identifier must be extracted from
the device and delivered to the CA for inclusion in the certificate. This makes the task
of enforcing uniqueness significantly more difficult for the CA. Secondly, if the device
does not support generating a SK, it would need to be generated by the CA. This im-
poses confidentiality requirements for the communication between the device and the
CA. In practice, there are Bluetooth mesh chips that include a true random number
generator and can support both generating their own keys and being programmed
with a UUID [38]. Therefore, the most appropriate approach may be as follows:

The CA:
• Generates a UUID

• Provides the UUID to the device

• Signs the certificate

The device:
• Stores the assigned UUID

• Generates a key pair

• Provides the PK to the CA
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For this process to be secure, there must be a trusted channel where nothing else
except new devices from a known manufacturer can send messages to the CA. This
channel should be as short as possible to minimize the attack surface. For example,
it could be internal to the manufacturing facility, where the CA could host a trusted
computing platform with either intermediate signing keys or an authenticated tunnel
endpoint.

Typically, the certificate signing requests (CSRs) containing the PK and the
requested attributes are self-signed. This prevents an entity from requesting a
certificate with another party’s public key, which would enable the entity to pretend
to be the originator of any signed message whose content does not identify the signer,
even if they do not know the message content [39]. This is not relevant when the
channel between the new device and the CA is trusted. However, there may be some
specific situations where self-signed CSRs would be secure but bare PKs would not.
For example, the manufacturing facility could be almost trusted, but the adversary
could have the ability to redirect messages (generated by legitimate devices) between
different manufacturing lines for different kinds of devices.

5.3 Authorization
The Bluetooth mesh specification leaves authorization implicitly out of its scope.
Enforcing authorization is essential because different devices (such as devices con-
trolled by different customers) will have different access rights. The most basic
level of access control in Bluetooth mesh is whether the device is authorized to
join the network or not. For finer granularity, device authorizations can be speci-
fied on a per-application basis. Both of these security barriers are enforced by the
provisioner. Access control with finer granularity is not supported in Bluetooth
mesh.

A simple approach would be for the provisioner to prompt the user to explicitly
authorize each device. This is the approach taken in the manual OOB authentication,
where the user’s control of the device is first confirmed by their physical interaction
with it, and secondly, the user’s intended authorizations for the device are confirmed
through the provisioner user interface. A similar approach for certificate-based pro-
visioning would conflict with the functional requirement to minimize the time and
effort required from the user.

Automated access control decisions could be made by the provisioner based on
an access control list (ACL) or some device attributes. A natural construction for
the ACL would be a list of all devices under the control of the party controlling
the network. In practice, this would require an asset tracking system where all the
purchased and written-off devices are recorded. Newly purchased devices could be
registered into the asset tracking system at different points in the logistics chain
between the manufacturer and the end user, depending on the circumstances (Fig-
ure 4). Device identities should be recorded as late in the logistics chain as possible
to minimize the risk of a device being authorized but ending up under the control of
some other party. On the other hand, device identities should be recorded as early in
the logistics chain as possible to minimize the risk of a malicious device being injected
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Figure 4: Risks of authorizing devices at different times in the logistics chain

into the delivery and getting authorized. If device identities are recorded before the
devices are under the customer’s control, there would need to be some sales channel
integration for delivering the identities to them. While managing an asset tracking
system may be natural for some corporate users, the average consumers might be
provided with access to a cloud service for this purpose [40]. Cloud-based asset
tracking devices have been made commercially available, validating the feasibility of
such an approach. For example, Azure IoT Hub is a service that supports zero-touch
initialization of devices provided that the manufacturer or the solution operator
registers the ownership of each device with the cloud service before shipping it to
the customer [41]. It must be noted that removing devices from the asset tracking
system and key refresh procedures must always happen together. Omitting either
one of those steps would make the so-called trash-can attacks possible.

Alternatively, the provisioner could have a set of access control rules based
on the device attributes, which may be included in the manufacturer certificate.
Examples might include the device type or whether it has a secure element. For
example, in some situations it may be justified to automatically grant access to any
devices which are certified by a trusted manufacturer to only support functional-
ity associated with a light bulb and which store the SKs in a tamper-proof secure
element. Attribute-based access control could be further combined with an ACL,
such that, for example, devices that are owned by the customer and certified by a
trusted manufacturer to be door locks are authorized to join the network and the
door lock application. Such attributes associated with the device can be included
in the X.509 Subject Directory Attributes extension [34], which is unfortunately not
well-supported by OpenSSL [42], and consequently by other tools that are influenced
by OpenSSL.
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To support the recording and checking of device identities at different points in
the logistics chain, it must be possible to reliably identify each device, including
when they are not powered on or are in their packaging. This cannot be achieved
by printing out the device UUIDs, since humans do not have the ability to easily
check the integrity of a UUID by simply glancing at it [36]. Therefore, suitable
technologies for this purpose are machine-readable barcodes or NFC tags. Care
must be taken that the channel for device identification is not vulnerable itself, such
as unauthenticated Bluetooth advertisements. Barcodes are used by, for example,
Z-Wave S2, whose specification mandates that all devices must have a QR code
with identifying information printed on them. Z-Wave recommends them to be
also printed onto the packaging and related leaflets [43]. The use of QR codes in
Z-Wave indicates that, while extracting PKs and printing QR codes complicates
the manufacturing process, manufacturers are willing to accept the extra cost to
provide security and ease of use. Tooling also exists to support this procedure in
high-volume production environments [44]. To further simplify tracking of the assets
throughout the logistics chain, barcodes could be printed onto boxes, pallets, and
any other collection of devices, denoting the range of UUIDs contained within.

Device UUIDs do not need to be secret, but they should be unforgeable when
printed onto or otherwise attached to the devices. This could be achieved either by
ensuring that the logistics chain prevents any unauthorized access to the devices or
by attaching the UUIDs in a way that is sufficiently difficult to alter. For example, if
the UUID is printed as a QR code, it should not be printed onto an easily removable
sticker or a removable part of the product, such as the battery compartment door.
It should also be sufficiently permanent to last the lifetime of the product and be
labeled to make its purpose clear to the user. Further anti-counterfeiting technologies
can be used depending on the threat model of the logistics chain and the risk of
attacks on the installation.

5.4 Provisioner authorization
With manual OOB authentication, both the provisioner and the new device mutually
authenticate each other after the AuthValue has been transferred by the user. A
symmetric commitment scheme is used for that. This means not only that joining the
network is restricted to authorized devices, but also that only authorized provisioners
can provision the device. Certificate-based provisioning is also considered secure
provisioning, but it does not authenticate the provisioner unless combined with an
OOB AuthValue.

Provisioners are free to choose their provisioning policy. Devices, on the other
hand, are supposed to always support at least insecure provisioning. When insecure
provisioning is used, neither the provisioner nor the device is authorized. Therefore,
the device is at risk of being provisioned by an adversary whether or not they support
certificate-based provisioning. Attackers can exploit this in multiple ways. Firstly, if
the device allows Bluetooth commands that cause irreversible changes to the device,
the attacker could abuse those. Mitigations could include requiring firmware updates
to be signed and rate-limiting writes to storage that has limited lifetime.
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Secondly, if the legitimate user intends to use manual OOB authentication for
provisioning, the adversary could carry out a misbinding attack. This depends on
the device allowing Bluetooth commands to access the interface which is also used
for OOB data [40], such as a light bulb that outputs the OOB by blinking the light,
or a switch where the user inputs the OOB by toggling the switch.

1. The user powers on their device.

2. The attacker secretly provisions it to their network (with either insecure or
certificate-based provisioning).

3. The attacker powers on another device, which could be just another legitimate
device or a malicious one.

4. The user starts their provisioner, which notices the attacker’s device and
prompts the user for manual OOB authentication.

5. The OOB data is transferred as follows: (direction depending on whether input
or output is used)

(a) User’s provisioner
(b) User
(c) User’s device
(d) Attacker’s network
(e) Attacker’s device

6. The attacker’s device successfully participates in the mutual authentication
with the user’s provisioner.

Such misbinding attacks are protected against by certificate-based provisioning if
the device is properly authorized. Otherwise, the OOB authentication value needs
to be exchanged via an interface that cannot be controlled over the network, such as
a separate display, which may be an unacceptable cost in many devices.

Thirdly, the attacker could cause denial of service by rapidly provisioning all
devices and doing nothing after that. With manual OOB authentication, this is not
a major issue because the user can simply reset the device as many times as needed.
However, when certificates are used for a fully automated provisioning process, it
may happen that the device has been installed into an inaccessible location before it
is provisioned by the user.

One way to mitigate the denial-of-service attack would be to make sure that
it is possible to reset devices with relative ease until the provisioning process is
successfully completed. However, this approach may not be feasible because devices
are often not powered on before they are installed. Another approach would be
to implement authentication and authorization of the provisioners by the devices.
This approach would not be without downsides either. Firstly, this is not currently
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standardized by the Bluetooth specification and would therefore impact inter-vendor
compatibility of the devices, which is a key value for the Bluetooth ecosystem. For IP
networks, there is a proposal for a standard called BRSKI that would allow devices
to authorize the network before joining [45], but multiple open concerns exist with
the protocol. Since networks would need to be authorized by the manufacturer, they
could refuse the re-sale of devices, remove the ability to re-provision devices, restrict
the use of devices in some geographical locations or by some customers, etc. Devices
could also be rendered inoperable if the manufacturer goes out of business or no
longer wishes to keep up the service for providing authorizations. Additionally, there
are privacy concerns as manufacturers would be able to track the lifecycle of each
device more closely.

It is also possible that, if the number of devices is very large, users might not
notice if one of them stays under the control of the attacker. Furthermore, denial
of service against some devices, such as smoke detectors, may not be immediately
obvious. To avoid such risks, network owners should make sure that all the installed
devices get provisioned and none stays unaccounted for. In practice, this would also
require an asset tracking system.

5.5 Static OOB values inside certificates
The Bluetooth specification describes a method for including the static OOB value
into the device certificate. Mutual authentication of devices with the static OOB value
requires that it must be secret. However, certificates are typically not confidential.
This is further reiterated by RFC 5280, cited by the Bluetooth specification, which
states that “Neither certificates nor certificate revocation lists (CRLs) need be kept
secret, and unrestricted and anonymous access to certificates and CRLs has no
security implications.” [35] Making them secret would increase the risk of a developer
mistake, where incorrect implicit assumptions can lead to security vulnerabilities.
This applies not only to developers working on the particular solution, but also to any
libraries, operating systems or frameworks that the solution uses. Combining static
OOB values with certificate-based provisioning would allow the device to authorize
the provisioner, but only if the device refuses attempts to provision it without the
static OOB value. Since the Bluetooth specification requires that devices must
support insecure provisioning as well, static OOB values should not be included in
the device certificates, as that would yield no benefits and introduce additional risks.

5.6 Protecting keys on devices
Since Bluetooth mesh security is based on symmetric keys that are shared by many
devices, compromising any one of the devices would lead to the compromise of
all the connections between them. Both NetKeys and AppKeys can be refreshed,
but an attacker who has access to an authorized DevKey would be able to follow
these refresh procedures. Therefore, it is essential to consider how the keys are
protected.
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Prior research has identified non-intrusive side-channel attacks as a credible threat
for cryptographic keys used in Bluetooth mesh [30]. The paper notes that the DevKey
could be recovered with physical access to the device during its provisioning because
the ECDH key agreement algorithm is known to be vulnerable to simple power
analysis if not properly implemented. Physical access to devices during provisioning
was considered unrealistic at the time because of the need for the user to physically
interact with the device for the OOB authentication. However, introduction of
certificate-based automated provisioning changes that assumption and may make
simple power analysis attacks for recovering the DevKey more feasible. Furthermore,
the same research noted that differential power analysis (DPA) can be used to recover
PrivacyKeys, EncryptionKeys, AppKeys and DevKeys from devices with vulnerable
implementations of symmetric cryptography.

Both kinds of side-channel attacks can be prevented with masking cryptographic
implementations, which make the power consumption independent of the secret data.
This can be achieved either in software or hardware, but software implementations may
introduce unreasonable overhead, especially for symmetric cryptographic operations
that are executed many times for each packet [30]. Since ECDH key agreement only
happens at provisioning time, an implementation from a stable cryptographic library
that masks the power consumption, or similarly protected hardware implementation,
should be used.

If DPA-resistant hardware symmetric cryptography module is not available,
regular key refreshes could be used to limit the window of opportunity for the attackers.
Since the DevKeys are also vulnerable to DPA, using only the protocol key refreshes
would not provide protection in this case. Certificate-based provisioning makes it
possible to automatically re-provision all the authorized devices so that DevKeys
get refreshed as well. However, doing so increases the attack surface of provisioning,
during which the devices are more vulnerable because they do not authenticate the
provisioner. Therefore, alternative mitigations, such as DPA-resistant hardware,
should be thoroughly considered before deciding to utilize regular re-provisioning.
Nevertheless, automatic re-provisioning should be implemented so that it can be
used if required by a credible security threat or functional requirements such as a
device reset. Compared to re-provisioning devices manually, doing it automatically
is more desirable because it reduces the risk of user error.

In addition to the symmetric keys, the asymmetric key pair used in the ECDH
key exchange must also be protected, as knowledge of this secret key could allow
legitimate devices to be impersonated. With certificate-based provisioning this must
be generated already during manufacturing and stored on the device, as opposed to
being generated ephemerally during the provisioning. This means that it needs to
be also protected at rest, not just during use. For example, a master key derived
from a physical unclonable function could be used to encrypt the secret key at rest
to avoid it being extracted at some point in the logistics chain.
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5.7 Security ergonomics
Humans are often less than optimal decision makers, but the way users think about
security is governed by predictable patterns [21]. Security is typically a secondary
goal for users while they are focusing on their primary goal under time pressure.
Good security decisions typically come with immediate cost in time or effort. Security,
on the other hand, is an abstract intangible concept expressed in reduction of threat
probability. Humans have limited capacity for information processing and prioritize
mental resources for their primary goal, while using highly efficient but imperfect
heuristics for other tasks. Even if they paid proper attention to security, intangible
arguments are less persuasive to them than concrete immediate ones. Humans
also systematically underestimate their personal risk, further reducing the perceived
value of good security decisions. Furthermore, since bad security decisions are often
beneficial in the short term, this does not facilitate human reinforcement learning.
Additionally, even if they would perceive the value of the averted threat adjusted
by the probability of the threat as equal to the value of completing the primary
goal, they are still more likely to choose the certain gain. Similarly, humans prefer
larger uncertain losses over smaller certain losses. The benefits from reduced threat
probability also materialize later, if at all, and users may have difficulties delaying
gratification. All of this means that, when faced with an option to gain an intangible
security benefit for a clear immediate cost while under time pressure to complete
their primary goal, users systematically choose the insecure option more often than
appropriate. More detailed discussion of these factors can be found in [21].

Let us consider a typical use-case for Bluetooth mesh: a building is being converted
to smart lighting. All the work must be completed during a weekend to avoid
any interruptions to the regular use of the building. Electrical works have been
completed and Bluetooth-enabled light bulbs have been installed to the ceiling. The
installation has been certified to meet electrical standards and the installers have left.
A commissioner is now working to provision all the lights so that the system can start
working as scheduled. At the same time, an attacker starts to selectively jam one of
the devices and to broadcast their own unprovisioned device beacons. This is exactly
the situation that a secure provisioning protocol is supposed to protect against.
Indeed, let us say that the provisioner application detects that the malicious device
is not included in the asset tracking system as an authorized device. Furthermore,
it correctly notices that one of the devices has not been provisioned yet and is
missing. However, given the aforementioned aspects of human decision-making, it is
not reasonable to assume that the commissioner will conduct an adequate security
assessment of the situation with thorough consideration for the consequences. Instead,
they would likely assume that there has been a mistake while registering devices
during shipping and attempt to replace the legitimate device with the malicious one
in the asset tracking system.

This is just one possible example, but it clearly demonstrates that the security
of the system can be completely undermined if the human aspect is not adequately
taken into account. For example, it should not be possible for users to add devices
to the asset tracking system based on received beacons. Instead, the user interface
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might require each device to be physically scanned. There is no reason for the user
interface to display the UUIDs of unrecognized devices at all, and doing so might
be harmful, especially as humans do not have the ability to identify small changes
in UUID values simply by glancing at them. Additional approach to helping avoid
bad security decisions could be reducing the cost of implementing security for users.
This already includes making provisioning as automatic as possible, but it could also
be considered whether it would be possible for the commissioner to still physically
access a device after it has been installed, in case there is any confusion about what
the UUID of the device is. Other proposed mitigations against bad security decisions
include rewarding pro-security behaviors, improving user awareness of risks, and
monitoring security policy violations [21]. These are especially important, as allowing
users to recognize and learn from errors has been identified as being fundamental to
moving IoT forward [46].

There may also be situations where, after a careful security assessment, it is
determined that in the described situation it is more important to be able to turn
on the lights on schedule, and that the risks do not outweigh the damage that
the downtime would cause. In that case, this decision should be made explicitly
beforehand, as other parts of the system can then also be adjusted accordingly. For
example, allowing users to override the asset tracking system without physical access
to the devices makes such system entirely redundant, making it possible to save time
and money by not tracking assets.

5.8 Trust anchor
In order to utilize public key infrastructure (PKI) certificates for device authentication,
the provisioner must have the root certificates from a set of CAs, such that:

1. The certificates are valid, meaning the keys belong to the claimed CAs.

2. The certificate policies of all those CAs meet the provisioner’s requirements.

3. The CAs are trusted to follow their respective policies.

An important Bluetooth mesh specific certificate policy is whether the UUIDs are
guaranteed to be unique on their own, or only together with some other information,
such as the identity of the CA. If attribute-based authorization is used, then the
meaning of and criteria for different attributes also needs to be understood. On
the other hand, the requirement of trust is common in many domains, and general
approaches have been developed to address it.

The most common use case for PKI is HTTPS, and typically users get an initial
set of root certificates together with their operating system (OS). For example,
iOS comes with 174 trusted root certificates [47] and Android Open Source Project
10.0.0 r33 with 138 [48]. It must be noted that any Android device manufacturer
can modify this list as they wish. While the policies that Google uses for choosing
CAs for inclusion in Android are not known, Apple publishes at least some of their
requirements [49]. These include requirements to demonstrate suitability for HTTPS
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and general requirements to help establish trust. The latter means that CAs must be
audited to meet “WebTrust Principles and Criteria for Certification Authorities” or
equivalent, which is also used by Mozilla [50] and Microsoft [51]. This specifies which
policies CAs should adopt regarding topics such as disclosure of business practices,
measures to protect private keys, and certificate life-cycle management.

The OS root certificates form a natural trust anchor as using them does not
introduce any additional security assumptions on top of having to trust the OS,
which is a necessary precondition regardless. Device certificates could have a valid
certification path directly to an OS root certificate, or the validation path may
be indirect. For example, an alternative root certificate could be embedded into
the provisioner application on the appropriate app store or hosted on an HTTPS
website, connection to which is in turn validated with one of the OS root certificates.
However, while the OS vendor vouches for both the validity and trustworthiness of
the certificates it provides, obtaining an alternative root certificate over a secure
connection only confirms its validity, and the trustworthiness needs to be ensured
separately. The standard way of doing that would be to ensure that the alternative
CA, such as one managed by the Bluetooth device vendor, is also frequently audited
to meet common principles and criteria like those defined by WebTrust. Alternative
root certificates could also be delivered over some channel that does not derive its
security from the OS, such as in-person or over the phone, but this would not remove
the requirement to trust the OS and would require manual verification of both the
validity and trustworthiness. This means that starting the certification paths of
device certificates from a CA trusted by the OS is the best option to minimize the
cost of implementing security to the user. In practice, this might be implemented by
a commercial CA cross-signing an on-premises CA of the manufacturer [52].

Verification of neither the validity nor trustworthiness of the root certificates
should be required from the end user to avoid user negligence. Both the OS and
the provisioner application need to be trusted already and are therefore suitable
places for the root certificates. Unfortunately, bundling the root certificates with
the provisioner application may hamper interoperability, as the application from one
vendor may omit the root certificates of other vendors. This may necessitate the
ability to configure which root certificates are trusted, but care must be taken to not
allow users to mark certificates trusted unless it can be ensured that the user has
actually verified the validity and trustworthiness of them. For example, the ability to
add trusted root certificates may be conditional on an organizational role or require
multiple people, or produce an audit log or notifications.

Regardless of how the validity and trustworthiness of the root certificate are
established, the provisioner still needs to check that the certificate policies meet its
requirements, as there are no standard policies for Bluetooth mesh which the OS
vendors could check. To minimize requirements for users, machine-readable policies
should be used. The device certificate format supports certificate policies extensions,
where each policy is represented as an object identifier (OID) [35]. The provisioner
application should have a list of those policies that it will accept. As with root
certificates, this might have to be configurable to achieve interoperability, and similar
considerations apply.
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5.9 Certificate status information
It may happen that the assertions made by the CA with the device certificate turn out
to not be valid after some time. In such situations, there is a need to prevent further
use of the certificate. According to the WebTrust criteria, the CA is responsible for
validating certificate revocation requests and assuring that timely, complete, and
accurate certificate status information is available [53].

The main assertion made by the Bluetooth mesh device certificate is that all SKs
corresponding to certificates which include the same UUID are in the sole control of
one single physical device. The CA must also assert at least the manufacturer of the
device, and can include additional attributes. These assertions can be invalidated if it
is later found that there was a mistake in the certification process, or if any suspicions
raise that the SK is no longer under the sole control of a single device. The UUID gen-
eration process could have output repeating values, or attackers could have been able
to submit UUID values of their own. The device could have been certified with incor-
rect attributes. It might have been possible to certify PKs whose corresponding SK is
not generated by a secure element in a Bluetooth mesh device, or if that was by design,
the generated SK may have been delivered to multiple devices or observed by attackers.
The randomness source used for the key generation could have been unsuitable. It may
be discovered that the software, firmware, or hardware of the device has a vulnerabil-
ity that allows the extraction of the SK, or that a cryptographic primitive previously
believed to be secure is no longer. It may also happen that the SK of a particular
device is extracted using a method that is in general believed to be infeasible, such as
an intrusive attack. In addition to all that, certificate revocations can also be used in
situations where all explicit assertions in the certificate still hold, but some implicit as-
sertion is no longer true. For example, if a manufacturer discovers that a device is not
fit for its purpose due to a safety issue, revoking the device certificates can help to avoid
accidental usage. When a device certificate is revoked, it may be possible to fix the
problem and issue a new certificate, or it may be that the device can no longer be used.

Unfortunately, the fact that certificates could be revoked at any time makes using
the PKI significantly more difficult than it would otherwise be. Firstly, certificate
verification needs to become an online process to obtain the latest status of the cer-
tificate. Secondly, the CA must be constantly available, both to receive and validate
revocation requests, and to issue statements of certificate status. Getting up-to-date
certificate status information is even more difficult in IoT networks, where it may
be that neither the provisioner nor any of the devices is connected to the internet.

Due to this complexity, Z-Wave S2, for example, does not support any way for man-
ufacturers to automatically disable provisioning of devices when vulnerabilities are
found. Similarly, a manufacturer of Bluetooth mesh devices might not support any way
to invalidate certificates after a device has been manufactured, or a provisioner might
not check for certificate status. In that case, the manufacturer should attempt to reach
customers through sales contacts, news, or other channels, to inform them of any dis-
covered vulnerabilities and suggested actions. This could be simplified by making the
model designation of the device clearly recognizable. Nevertheless, such manual strat-
egy introduces many possibilities for human error and cannot be considered reliable.
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In addition to the difficulty of delivering certificate status information to provision-
ers, maintaining it in the first place also imposes additional cost on the manufacturer.
They must be able to process reports of compromised devices. These could include
reports of vulnerabilities affecting all or many devices and reports of individual
compromised devices. This cannot in general be automated, and the validity of
such claims needs to be manually verified. Thus, some manufacturers could want to
completely ignore any issues after the devices have been sold, leaving their customers
vulnerable. However, future regulations may prohibit such behavior. For example,
the European standard EN 303 645 states that the manufacturer shall implement
a means to manage reports of vulnerabilities [54]. Even before becoming mandatory,
such standards may form the basis for certifications that could influence customer
purchasing decisions, such as the Finnish Cybersecurity label [55]. Devices also need
to be monitored to ensure timely detection of compromises.

5.10 Certificate lifetime and renewal
Because of the complexity of providing real-time certificate status information, it is
usually not done in practice. Instead, certificates are typically created with limited
lifetime and renewed for as long as they remain valid. This relaxes the connectivity
requirements by allowing caching, while still supporting certificate revocation by
defining the maximum acceptable delay between a revocation request being made
and all relying parties becoming aware of it.

Each X.509 public key certificate defines its validity period with the date when it
becomes valid and the date after which it is no longer valid. However, certificates are
typically issued with validity periods that are too long to effectively limit the usage
of revoked certificates, and instead another certificate is used to certify the continued
validity of the first certificate. For example, an HTTPS certificate might have validity
period of one year and be used together with a CRL or Online Certificate Status Pro-
tocol (OCSP) response that has validity period of 7 days (Figure 5). Note that neither
CRL nor OCSP responses are public key certificates, but instead specialized formats
that a CA can use to make statements about the validity of other certificates. For the
purposes of this section they are going to be called with the non-standard term certifi-
cate validity certificate (CVC). In the example HTTPS case, the relying party needs
to verify both that the certificate itself is valid, and that there exists a valid CVC for it.

Assert that * is still valid - valid for 7 days
CRL or OCSP stample

Assert that * belongs to * - valid for 1 year
Public key certificate

Key pair Name

Figure 5: Use of CVCs in HTTPS.
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The Bluetooth specification supports storing certificates on the devices themselves
or on a web server. Bluetooth mesh devices generally do not need to be connected to
the internet and might never receive software updates. This could make it impossible
to renew certificates that are stored on the devices. Therefore, plausible options
would be either to store sufficiently short-lived device certificate on a web server
where it can be renewed with relative ease, or to store a long-lived certificate on the
device and a short-lived CVC online.

However, even the provisioner might not have an internet connection at the
provisioning time. Requiring the use of short-lived public key certificates or CVCs
stored online means that the customer must organize their workflow in such a way
that the provisioner application has access to the internet at some point after the
UUID of the device becomes known and before it is provisioned. Furthermore, they
must make sure that the delay between when the provisioner is last online and
the provisioning is shorter than the lifetime of the short-lived certificate. These
requirements would be relatively easy to meet if a centralized or even cloud-based
asset tracking system is used. In that case, the provisioner could obtain up-to-date
certificates together with the list of authorized UUIDs from the asset tracking system.
Meeting these requirements would probably be most difficult for a completely offline
provisioner using attribute-based authorization exclusively.

A hybrid solution could help to address the different use-cases by allowing the
provisioner to decide whether it needs up-to-date certificate status information
or not. Two methods for achieving this are proposed (Figure 6). Firstly, this
could be achieved by combining a long-lived device certificate stored on the device
with short-lived CVCs from a web service. Alternatively, a similar hybrid solution
can be achieved by combining long-lived certificates stored on the device with
different short-lived public key certificates stored online. In the latter case, these
certificates could be from different CAs, for example the short-lived ones could be
from a generally trusted CA while long-lived device certificates from a manufacturer
CA. That would help to guide users against omitting to check certificate status
information if possible. This second approach also makes certificate validity checking
simpler for the provisioner as they only have to check one certificate instead of
two. Furthermore, since the reliability of CAs has historically been very low, many
implementations treat the failure to obtain a CVC as if the public key certificate has
not been revoked, which leads to clear security vulnerabilities where an adversary
can simply block requests for CVCs. This also means that certificates may become
accidentally unrevoked when the CA goes offline for any reason. CAs often charge
less for CVCs than they do for renewal of short-lived public key certificates, but
the latter could be less expensive than long-lived certificates. Additionally, CAs
often provide hosting of CVCs as a complementary service, while with the second
approach, the manufacturer might have to host their own service for distributing
certificates in accordance with the Bluetooth specification. Nevertheless, since this
service does not need authorization nor authenticity as certificates are public and
include their own verification, the cost of such a simple web service would typically
not be significant.
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Long-lived on-device certificate
+ short-lived online CVC:

• Failure to get status response is of-
ten considered to be a validation
success due to the historical unreli-
ability of CA status responder ser-
vices.

• May be simpler and cheaper to im-
plement.

• A commercial CA may charge more
for long-lived device certificates.

Long-lived on-device certificate
+ short-lived online public key certificate:

• Using a commercial CA as the root
for short-lived certificates and a
vendor-specific CA as the root for
long-lived certificates could guide
users towards better security deci-
sions if possible.

• Online provisioner only needs to
check a single certificate and does
not have to consider a CVC on top
of it.

• Frequently generating a new short-
lived certificate could be expensive.

Figure 6: Comparison of hybrid certificate status solutions.

Device certificates can also be invalidated if any other certificate in their cer-
tification path (or a CVC associated with one of those certificates) expires. For
example, long-lived certificates stored on devices could be combined with short-lived
and frequently renewed batch-level intermediate certificates stored online. This could
significantly reduce the number of certificates that need to be managed continuously
while still enabling batch-level revocations. This would not support revoking a single
device certificate in case it falls victim to an attack that is generally still believed to
be infeasible, but it may turn out that sufficiently large majority of revocations are
due to vulnerabilities that affect at least an entire batch.

Long-lived device certificates can be achieved by setting the expiration date
to a value after which it is guaranteed that the device will not be used anymore.
This is difficult to do, as it is hard to predict accurately both the shelf-life and the
operational lifetime of a device. Alternatively, the special expiration date value
“99991231235959Z” can be used to indicate that the certificate has no well-defined
expiration date [35]. RFC 5280 provides an example that this could be used for
certificates which bind the serial number of a device to its public key and are intended
to be used for its entire lifetime.
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6 Prototype solution
In order to validate the recommendations and conclusions, a prototype Bluetooth
mesh system was built with support for secure zero-touch device provisioning. The
prototype was built on top of Silicon Labs hardware and software, which already had
preliminary support for Bluetooth mesh certificate-based provisioning. This platform
was chosen for its accessibility to the author. The main goals of the prototype were
as follows:

1. Identify any difficulties with implementing the ideas concluded in Section 5.

2. Validate that the Silicon Labs Bluetooth mesh software and hardware offerings
are ready to be used for zero-touch device provisioning.

3. The final prototype should be suitable for demonstrating the proposed approach.

The implemented solution involves recording the UUID of each device into an
asset list before the on-site provisioning procedure begins. During the provisioning
process, the devices are authenticated using device certificates. Conceptually, the
demo consists of three separate steps: manufacturing, authorizing, and provisioning.

6.1 Components of the prototype system
For demonstration purposes, this prototype consists of three components:

1. A CA and a device manufacturer combined into one PC program.

2. An IoT device implemented on a Bluetooth development board.

3. An Android application combining authorization and provisioning.

6.1.1 The CA and manufacturer

The CA for this demonstration is a key pair stored together with a Python script.
Aspects such as secure key storage and auditing (as discussed in Section 5.8) were
left out of the scope of this prototype.

Certification paths signed by the CA consist of three certificates: the root, an
intermediate batch certificate, and the device certificate. The batch size was chosen to
be one, meaning that each device gets a unique batch certificate in this demonstration.
The reason for these decisions is that, while this prototype does not necessarily require
intermediate certificates due to leaving many CA-related questions out of its scope,
real-world deployments are highly likely to use these. Thus, it was considered useful
to have an intermediate certificate present throughout the testing.

The CA was not separated from the prototype device manufacturer tooling, since
the approach described in Section 5.2 is not possible with standard protocols, and
a custom interface designed to support this prototype would likely not have been
useful in real-world CA use-cases.
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6.1.2 The IoT device

A Silicon Labs Wireless Starter Kit (WSTK) with an EFR32BG21 Series 2 Bluetooth
Wireless system on chip (SoC) (Figure 7) was used to represent the IoT device. The
firmware was built upon an unreleased version of the Silicon Labs Bluetooth stack.

The prototype uses QR codes to support flexibly authorizing devices. The WSTK
includes an LCD screen, which was used to display the QR code. Having the QR
code displayed on a screen allows easier prototyping but could also be a viable option
for devices that already include a screen for some other reason.

The EFR32BG21 includes secure element hardware, which is used in the prototype
to generate the key pair on the device. The secure element also supports physically
unclonable storage of the key and DPA-resistant implementations of cryptographic
primitives, but these were not validated as part of this work. (Section 5.6)

The firmware on the Bluetooth SoC implements a serial communication interface
that can be used during manufacturing. Typically, this is not expected to be exposed
once the device has been assembled. This prototype adds a few commands to the
protocol, so that it can be used to initiate the key pair generation, request the CSR,
and program the QR code that is displayed on the screen. The same interface is
also used to program the UUID for the device, enable advertising mode, and other
similar functions. The WSTK exposes this serial interface as a virtual serial port
over USB, which can be connected directly to the PC hosting the CA, meeting the
secure channel requirements discussed in Section 5.2. The same serial interface can
also be used in real-world manufacturing scenarios, albeit over a different connector
than USB.

Figure 7: A Silicon Labs WSTK with an EFR32BG21 Bluetooth Wireless SoC
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6.1.3 The provisioner

A modified version of the Bluetooth Mesh by Silicon Labs Android application was
created for the prototype. While the original application works by listing devices
according to the measured RSSI and asking the user to choose the correct devices,
this functionality was completely removed. Instead, in the prototype the devices
get provisioned by the application automatically as soon as their advertisements are
received, on the condition that they present valid authorized certificates.

Additionally, the same application was extended to support authorizing devices.
For this purpose, a central QR code scanner interface was built for the application. It
is, however, important to note that having authorization and provisioning in a single
application is purely to simplify demonstrating the prototype and does not mean
that these steps should happen at the same time. The prototype application stores
the list of authorized UUIDs in the application local storage, but it is expected that
real-world deployments will have a method to deliver the list from the authentication
step to the provisioning device through a sales-channel integration.

6.2 The manufacturing step
At the so-called manufacturing step, the device is reset to a brand-new state and
configured to be ready for shipping. The Bluetooth development board running the
demo firmware needs to be connected to a PC running the demo CA via the USB
connection. The internal storage of the device is first cleared, and it is rebooted.
When it has started back up as a brand-new device, the CA generates a new UUID
for it based on the timestamp and the MAC address of the PC (Section 5.1). The
UUID is persisted in the internal storage of the device. The device then generates a
new key pair using the true random number generator built into the EFR32BG21
SoC and uses it to sign a new X.509 CSR. The CSR includes the UUID that was
previously stored and the manufacturer’s name that was compiled into the firmware
image. The key usage is set to only allow key agreement, and the CSR is sent back
to the CA over the USB serial. Once the CA receives it, the following assertions are
made:

1. The CSR is valid and self-signed.

2. The included UUID is same as was previously sent.

3. The included vendor name is as expected (configured at startup).

4. The CSR specifies only key agreement for its usage.

If all these checks pass, the CA generates and signs a new intermediate batch
certificate and a new device certificate. Both certificates are programmed into the
internal storage of the device so it can present them to the provisioner later. To
simplify the embedded firmware, the QR code is also generated by the PC software
and programmed into the internal storage of the device.
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6.2.1 The device certificate

The subject name in the device certificate does not contain anything else besides the
vendor name and device UUID as required by [7]. The certificate serial number is
the integer form of the included UUID. The certificate validity period is set to start
at the moment it is generated. No other key usage besides key agreement is enabled.

A custom certificate policy identifier is also included in the certificate. For the
demo purposes, this is a new OID generated from a UUID (unrelated to the device
UUID). This was generated once and is understood by the demo CA and the demo
provisioner to mean that the CA generated the device UUID itself and that the
UUID is guaranteed to be unique on its own (Section 5.1). The inclusion of this
identifier allows the provisioner to check the certificate policies automatically without
relying on manual verification.

6.2.2 The QR code

While the prototype uses the approach where the IoT device stores the certificate
chain in its internal storage, compatibility with online certificate chain retrieval was
also considered (as discussed in Section 5.10). To that end, the QR codes were not
made to encode just the UUID, but a URI where the UUID is a query parameter
(Figure 8). This is compatible with the online certificate retrieval protocol defined
in [7].

https://mesh.example.com/oob?uuid=b09dc847-5408-40cc-9c54-0fe8c87429e7

Figure 8: An example of QR code content compatible with [7].

However, a small size of the QR code was also an essential goal. This is important
for printing QR codes onto real-world devices, but specifically in this demo, the QR
code needed to be displayed on an LCD screen with the resolution of 128 × 128 pixels.
Such a screen can be used to display a version 3 QR code (29 × 29 modules) using
4 × 4 pixels per module. Using binary mode to encode the URI in the QR code would
leave only two characters available for the domain and query path combined (such
as https://ab/?uuid=...), which is not feasible for real-world domain names.

As an alternative to the binary mode, QR code supports a more efficient encoding
for texts that use only uppercase letters, numbers, and a small set of symbols. The
schema and domain names are both case-insensitive and can be transformed to
uppercase. The query path is application specific, which can accept uppercase paths
or omit the path altogether. According to [56], software generating the hexadecimal
representation of a UUID shall not use uppercase letters, but they further clarify that
this is recommended for human-readable representations, and that in any case all
software processing UUIDs is required to accept uppercase letters as well. Therefore,
it was considered safe to use uppercase letters to represent the UUID inside the QR
code. However, the Bluetooth specification [7] states that the query parameter “uuid”
must be written with lowercase letters. Furthermore, the alphanumeric encoding
does not support the symbols “?” or “=”. Thankfully, all the parts that cannot use
the uppercase alphanumeric encoding appear together, minimizing the overhead
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caused by switching between different modes. Therefore, the QR codes used in this
prototype are composed of three parts (Figure 9):

1. Schema, domain, and path — uppercase alphanumeric encoding

2. ?uuid= — binary encoding

3. UUID — uppercase alphanumeric encoding

HTTPS://EXAMPLE.COM/OOB?uuid=B09DC847-5408-40CC-9C54-0FE8C87429E7

Figure 9: An example of a QR code content used for this prototype.

This approach leaves 19 characters to be used for the domain name and path (such
as EXAMPLE.COM/ABCDEFG), which is believed to be sufficient to support real-world
use cases.

6.3 The authorizing and asset tracking step
The prototype uses the internal storage of the Android application as an asset
tracking system. New devices can be added using a new central QR code reading
interface (Figure 10). Once the application finds a valid mesh QR code, the user
is prompted to give the device a name and choose the appropriate network for the
device. Additional configuration options, such as the application, can be added
to this step. No other methods for authorizing devices were implemented as the
prototype is designed to make use of asset tracking (Section 5.7). Scanning the same
QR code again will open a slightly different interface that allows the saved settings
to be changed or the device to be removed from the asset tracking system.

To mitigate the risk of unnoticed denial of service attacks (Section 5.4), the
application prominently displays when devices have been entered into the asset
tracking system but are unaccounted for in the network. The number of such devices
is presented on the scanner interface, and a list of such devices is also presented on
a separate screen (Figure 11). Devices can also be unauthorized from the list of
unaccounted devices without having to scan the QR code again.
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Figure 10: The QR code reader and new device authorizing interfaces
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Figure 11: Interfaces showing unaccounted devices
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6.4 The device provisioning step
The prototype Android application has a “SCAN” button in the top-right corner,
which turns on scanning for mesh advertisements. Whenever such advertisements
are received, the included UUID is compared with the asset list and provisioning
is automatically initiated in case of a match. The provisioner first retrieves the
certificates stored in the internal memory of the device over Bluetooth. It then
verifies that the following conditions are met:

1. The device certificate contains the same UUID as was indicated in the initial
advertisement.

2. The device certificate allows key agreement key usage.

3. The certificate policy discussed in Section 6.2.1 is used.

4. There exists a valid path from the device certificate to a trusted root.

5. No certificate in the path has expired.

The application includes the certificate of the prototype CA, and it accepts all
roots from the Android system root store as well. If all those conditions are met, the
public key from the received device certificate is used in the following ECDH key
exchange.

6.4.1 Device removal

While most of the interface for configuring devices after they have been provisioned
is unchanged by the introduction of zero-touch provisioning, removing devices from
the network is slightly altered by the use of an asset tracking system (Section 5.3)
(Figure 12). When a device is removed from the network while still included in the
asset list, the user is provided the option to remove it from the asset list at the same
time. However, the user does have the option to keep it in the asset list if their
intention is to, for example, re-provision the device. When a device is removed from
the asset list while still included in a network, the user is also alerted of that fact.
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Figure 12: Interfaces for removing devices from the network and the asset list.
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7 Evaluation
This thesis tackled the engineering problem of zero-touch device provisioning. The
first step was to systematically analyze all aspects not covered by the specification
to determine the most suitable design choices. The second step was to implement a
prototype to validate and demonstrate the proposed approach.

7.1 The proposed approach
It was possible to make several clear recommendations with justifications, but in
some aspects the most suitable choice was found to depend on the exact use case. In
these cases, the options most suitable for the subsequent prototyping were explored
in greatest detail, but alternatives were mentioned where applicable, together with
an analysis of the implications of the different options.

Most notably, the analysis did not yield a clear answer to whether device certificates
are best stored online or on the device, and instead discussed how to make use of
either option. The final choice needs further input from CAs, including their pricing
models and business requirements. The chosen two-step method ended up being
beneficial, since even in the aspects where clear recommendations could not yet be
made, the corresponding sections of this thesis now serve as a documentation of what
to consider.

Future work also needs to validate whether CAs are willing and able to build
interfaces for certificate signing where they are responsible for generating the names.
The real-world feasibility of using QR codes and an asset tracking system was backed
up by existing comparable examples from outside of Bluetooth mesh.

It is also worth mentioning that the proposed system does not address the need
to monitor the network to ensure timely breach detection, and instead only checks
authorization at the provisioning time. However, the ability to re-provision or remove
devices is considered, so that intrusion detection systems could be incorporated into
the design.

7.2 The prototype
The goals of the prototype were threefold, aiming to validate both the feasibility of
the recommendations and the readiness of the Silicon Labs platform, and to function
as a demonstration. The final prototype does not cover all discussed aspects and is
not yet a full system that could be deployed as-is. Different aspects were left out of
the scope of the prototype for various reasons.

For example, the prototype does not provide a practical asset tracking system
suitable for real-world use. Instead, it combines both the authorization and provision-
ing steps into a single mobile application. This is beneficial for using the prototype
for demonstration purposes, making it easier and faster to show all the steps in the
system. Nevertheless, the implemented approach of tracking assets based on their
scanned UUIDs was shown to be functional and can inform future system designs.
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Since some choices regarding the CAs were found to require further input, these
were not fully validated with the prototype. It uses certificates stored on the IoT
devices themselves, but the demo CA script does not provide online certificate status
information. The prototype also does not rule out the possibility of using certificates
obtained online, supporting URIs in the QR codes, but the demo CA does not
implement a certificate retrieval service. The prototype provisioner also does not
allow the addition of other vendor-specific root certificates or certificate policies and
does not evaluate which organizational controls are appropriate for these actions.
Future work building upon this thesis needs to collect the identified additional inputs
and adapt the system design accordingly.

All the aspects that were incorporated into the prototype were found to be feasible
to implement. The certificate-based provisioning implementation in Silicon Labs
Bluetooth stack was successfully tested, and their overall platform was shown to be
ready to support zero-touch provisioning systems. Some minor issues were fixed as
part of this work, and few work items were identified that need to be done before
this is made available to customers.

The implemented approach requires considerably more internal storage on the
device than using manual OOB authentication because of keeping the certificate
chain there. It was found that existing solutions for storing per-device configuration
values may not be designed for large amounts of data, causing the certificate storage
method to require extra attention. However, the naive storage of certificate chains
in this prototype contains some redundant data, such as the issuer and subject of
consecutive certificates and the public key of the device. Future work could reduce
the data volume with compression. The implemented prototype did not cause any
performance issues on the device or on the provisioner, and the provisioning time
was not noticeably slowed down compared to insecure provisioning.

The prototype is successful in fulfilling its purpose as a demonstration tool. It can
be used to illustrate all the steps from a brand-new device being first bootstrapped
at the factory until said device becoming a productive node in a Bluetooth mesh
network. The demonstration flow is relatively straightforward and quick while not
hiding any relevant details.
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8 Conclusion
This work set out to explore how devices could be provisioned into Bluetooth mesh
networks securely without requiring any manual interaction after they have arrived
on-site. An overview of Bluetooth mesh, with focus on the provisioning security, was
provided, and the new certificate-based provisioning feature was described. A threat
model was formulated and used to inform an analysis of the different options for
implementing a zero-touch provisioning system.

The analysis found that the most suitable identities for Bluetooth mesh devices
are UUIDs generated from a timestamp and a MAC address. An approach was
proposed where the UUIDs are generated by the CA and the key pairs by the devices.
Two alternatives to authorization were identified: one based on an asset tracking
system and one based on device attributes, with the former being explored in greater
detail. It was concluded that each device should have its UUID as a QR code or
an NFC tag, which should be accessible both with and without the packaging, to
support recording devices into an asset tracking system with sufficient flexibility.

The analysis also identified the importance of taking the human factors into
account. It was concluded that it is important to clearly list devices that are
authorized but not provisioned into the network and that it may be necessary to keep
the devices physically accessible until they have been provisioned. Allowing direct
access to UUIDs from the user interface was shown to be potentially harmful and
reducing the cost of implementing security was identified as an important measure
to prevent users from undermining the security of the system. Many proposed
design choices throughout the work are aimed towards meeting that goal, such as
machine-readable identities and certificate policies, predetermined trust anchors and
security policies, and ultimately the whole concept of zero-touch provisioning.

In some aspects, it was found that the best solution depends on the exact use case,
and multiple options were explored instead of providing a single recommendation.
For example, two feasible methods for delivering certificate status information were
identified, but the final choice between them requires additional input, especially
about the pricing model and business requirements of CAs. In all cases, the focus
was on providing a clear justification for any conclusions. Arguments were provided
against including the static OOB values inside device certificates, despite that being
allowed by the specification, and for using secure hardware on the devices.

To validate and demonstrate the proposed approach, a prototype system was
implemented. It consisted of a PC program representing the CA and the manufacturer,
a Bluetooth development board representing a device, and an Android application
representing the provisioner. The system successfully employs the recommendations
for assigning identities and authorizing devices, showing that they are feasible and that
the utilized Silicon Labs platform is ready to support zero-touch provisioning systems.

Simplifying the process of securely provisioning devices in smart home and office
applications could help avoid deployments opting for the insecure mode, therefore
preventing potentially devastating consequences. Higher trustworthiness of these
systems can also aid faster adoption, yielding benefits from energy conservation to
enhanced user experience.
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ACL access control list. 18, 19

AID AppKey identifier. 8, 9

AKF AppKey flag. 8

AppKey application key. 8–10, 12, 22, 23, 48

AuthValue authentication value. 9, 10, 15, 20

BLE Bluetooth Low Energy. 7, 14

Bluetooth SIG Bluetooth Special Interest Group. 7

CA certification authority. 16–18, 25–34, 38, 40–42

CnfrmKey confirmation key. 10

CRL certificate revocation list. 22, 28

CSR certificate signing request. 18, 32, 33

CTL network control flag. 8

CVC certificate validity certificate. 28–30

DevKey device key. 9, 13, 22, 23

DPA differential power analysis. 23, 32

DST destination address. 8, 9

ECDH elliptic curve Diffie-Hellman. 10, 15, 23, 38

IoT Internet of Things. 5, 7, 12, 14, 19, 25, 27, 31, 32, 34, 41

IVI initialization vector index. 8, 10

MAC media access control. 17, 33, 42

NetKey network key. 8–10, 22, 48

NetMIC network layer message integrity check value. 9

NID NetKey identifier. 8, 9

OCSP Online Certificate Status Protocol. 28
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OID object identifier. 26, 34

OOB out of band. 5, 9, 10, 15, 18, 20–23, 41, 42

OS operating system. 25, 26

PK public key. 10, 15, 17, 18, 20, 27

PKI public key infrastructure. 25, 27

RSSI received signal strength indicator. 14, 33

SEG segmentation flag. 8

SEQ sequence number. 8, 9

SK secret key. 8, 10, 16, 17, 19, 27

SoC system on chip. 32, 33

SRC source address. 8, 9

TransMIC transport layer message integrity check value. 8, 9

TTL time to live. 7–9

URI uniform resource identifier. 15, 34, 41

UUID universally unique identifier. 15–17, 20, 25, 27, 29, 31–35, 38, 40, 42

WSTK Wireless Starter Kit. 32
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